Events in University of Reading:

- Success in REF2014 – contributed to MLES and Education REF panels (MLES 4th nationally for Research Impact, 65% of research outputs ‘internationally excellent’, Education, 18th nationally, 80% of outputs ‘internationally excellent’
- Talk to Association of Science Education international conference, over 2000 participants (Wright)
- UROP national winner for student research – Laura Armstrong at the Houses of Parliament, and at British Conference of Undergraduate Research (BCUR photos)
- Largest ever PhD Conference - 22 presentations from students in DELAL, MLES, IoE, PCLS
- Bilingualism Matters @Reading - consultations with families, schools (Bilingualism Matters)
- Applied Linguistics Circle talks (ALC news)

Invited Talks/Events outside UoR including:

- Organiser: L-SLARF (SLA Research Forum), St. Mary’s University College, London (Tavakoli)
- Invited speaker to Seminar at Durham Business School, & Newcastle Applied Linguistics Series (Jaworska)
- Invited speaker at BALEAP PIM at Reading; IATEFL, Manchester; BALEAP full conference, Leicester (Furneaux)
- Invited plenary speaker, TELLSI (2015) Conference in Zahedan, Iran –“Glocalisation of MA in ELT Programmes in Iran” (Tavakoli)
- Invited plenary speaker, International Foreign Accent Workshop for teachers and education policy planners, Spain – “Prosody matters in English Language Teaching” (Setter) - http://laslab.org/FA2015/

Research collaborations/applications (DELAL-led):

University UROP funding awards for student research participation - using flipped learning with international students, and creating multilingual corpora for research (Setter, Wright)
Recent/forthcoming publications:


